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The present work follows an endeavor in the experimental testing
procedures on the thermal management and heat distribution spectrum in
auxiliary systems of spark ignited engine from Ford. Using the thermal camera
there were determined the peak temperatures on the engine and exhaust
system. Main objective of the paper is to show by thermal vision how heat
spectrum is covering the critical components. The importance of monitoring the
thermo-distribution spectrum at different levels and components from auxiliary
systems consists in the fact that the heat and peak temperatures have an
influence on the performance and on the catalyst de-clogging. Further
improvement of the measurements and testing are considered by implementing
more bio-ethanol in fuel supply system.
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1. Introduction
Thermal management is very important in engine operation and
maintenance because temperature determines the volume increase of
the components and main properties of the lubricants and other fluids.

By using thermal vision camera (figure 1) available at the
Automotive and Transportation Department from Technical University of
Cluj-Napoca, may be analyzed the heat flow in engine components.
The main objective of this work is to analyze the thermal (heat
and temperatures) spectrum on the Ford engine exhaust pipeline.
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Fig. 1. Thermal camera kit-bag. a-complete thermal vision kit bag;
b-closer detail of components.

In figure 2 is presented the type of image available during testing.
Fig. 2. Type of area that may
be analyzed with thermal vision
1-higher temperature area; 2second colder area

Thermal management is a
quite an influential factor in
combustion engines 000 as
well as in the air quality
index 0 and bio-energy
conversion and storage 000
because it determines the
behavior of particles and components.
Due to the fact that the chosen engine for this study is one often
met on vehicles both in Romania and abroad, being preferred for its
energetic performances, there was initiated the present experimental
research of thermal distribution 0.

In the present paper are synthesized and analyzed a part of the
measurements made on the Ford engine’s auxiliary systems in the
Testecocel Laboratory of Technical University from Cluj-Napoca.
2. Method and materials
The experimental research is based on the specific configuration
and calibration of auxiliary systems of the studied internal combustion
engine regarding multiple important aspects, as it is the engine speed
(actual value and the high value), engine torque, pressure inside the
engine combustion chamber, spark delay angle, valves timing, number
of cylinders, number of piston rings, number of cam-shafts, number of
valves, number of injectors, type of fuel supply system, type of fuel
when the Ford engine in this work is installed on test bed through a rigid
steel structure and coupled to the dynamometer via a cardanic
transmission.
The method of experimental testing in the present case is
structured in close dependence with a development on specific phases,
as it is showed below:
• choosing the engine which is common used on cars today;
• choosing the camera with infra-red and thermal vision;
• checking the temperature sensors on PUMA system;
• calibration of the test bed regarding the sensors operation;
• developing the measurement phase with real value reading;
• recording and storage of the measurement data;
• image capturing, processing and analyzing critical areas;
• inspection of critical components;
• outlining the areas and points with higher risk potential;
• determining the maximum temperature on exhaust system;
• issuing the possibilities for further development and
continuation of testing, as well as of an alternative evaluation regarding
the engine’s exhaust and after-treatment system and components.
3. Synthesis of experimental testing
Firstly there was taken the camera with thermal vision monitor
which had been set up and prepared accordingly with the research
requirements and test bed conditions.
In figure 3 is presented the ThermoPro camera used for image
capturing and thermal-vision data basic processing.
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Fig. 3 Thermo Pro video camera for thermal vision used in laboratory
measurements
a-turning on the camera for image recording; b-lateral view of the camera.

Determinations and measurements were made both with
automation system sensors and thermal camera and evaluation of
temperatures was developed as a comparison between the two
methods. On the camera there was installed the display for heat area
distribution. The specific display was attached on the top rail and
tightened with a screw crown, according to figure 4.
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Fig. 4 Thermal-vision display for Thermo Pro camera
a-ThermoPro TP88 display for thermal vision; b-attaching thermal
vision display on the top of the camera

There had been determined the critical hot spots of the exhaust
system and captured the specific actual images, according to figure 5.
In figure 6 are highlighted two critical areas both at the end of
catalyst which are visually available through catalyst thermal shield.

Fig. 5 Critical peak temperature area near the first lambda sensor

Fig. 6 Locating two of the most critical spot thermo-visual available
1-end part of the catalyst; 2-lambda sensor (λ) hot spot area

Figure 7 presents the sequence of speeding up the engine above
nd
4000 rpm and heating up the final catalyst and 2 lambda sensor area.

Fig. 7 Second lambda sensor area
1-exhaust pipe-line; 2-second lambda sensor; 3-catalyst thermal screen/shield

In figure 8 Thermal measurements are made via image-capture.

Fig. 8 Thermo Pro camera in image capture and measuring process of the first
nd
part from the exhaust pipeline after the catalyst and 2 λ sensor

Figure 9 represents the measurements of the final rigid exhaust
pipe line where it is connected with the flexible tube.

Fig. 9. Thermal screening and image capture of final exhaust pipe sector

In figure 10 is shown the thermal image and heat distribution on
the exhaust pipeline before silencer, with temperature of 120÷300°C.

Fig. 10 Determining the heat spectrum distribution before exhaust silencer

Figure 11 presents the phase of targeting the intermediate
segment of exhaust pipe line in order to analyze it by thermal vision.

Fig. 11 Targeting the intermediate segment of exhaust pipe line

After targeting and capturing the intermediate segment of
exhaust pipeline, there is stored a thermal image, according to figure12.

Fig. 12 Thermal vision image captured after targeting the exhaust
middle pipe line segment

4. Conclusions
Analyzing through experimental method of testing by using
Thermal Pro vision camera to capture the temperature distribution
spectrum on the exhaust pipe system from 1.6 Ford spark ignited
engine and its post-processing in the Laboratory for Researching,
Certification and Homologation of Internal Combustion Engines from
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, as well as the interpretation of the
results in the realized paper, have lead the applied endeavor to
postulation of some conclusions, like those given below:
 the operational main objective of the present paper had been
accomplished by putting to work all the equipment for thermal vision
measurements and through recording and analyzing the images and
data;
 the engine working on S.I. operation principle served very well the
purpose of this study;
 after calibrating and preparing the thermal camera there was installed
the auxiliary display for thermal image capturing;
 the temperature sensors from automation system worked just fine
indicating through PUMA temperatures in the interval of room
temperature value of 20 °C and 900 °C in the exhaust plenum;
 the tolerances of the automation Puma system measurements and
Thermal Pro camera image capturing were acceptable under the
actual value of 5 %;
 the critical area were located from the exhaust valves all the way
through the diagnosis lambda sensors (second), where were
measured peak temperature values reaching even 950 °C in gas flow
and between 500÷700 °C on the components;
 the pressure increases significantly especially when operating the
engine in high revs state;
 pressure and temperature contribute to catalyst cleaning procedure;
 higher risk potential in Ford engines consists near the first lambda
sensor especially in the case of catalyst clogging because it develops
an increased pressure upon this component;
 in order to decrease the pressure and the force on the lambda sensor
there should be kept in good operating condition the catalyst
clearance or clogging level;
 experimental research and the developed paper encourages the
endeavor of continuation of such studies regarding the process of
heat transfer and the thermodynamics of exhaust systems in car
engines in various operating conditions.
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